HOW SYMANTEC RECOVERED OVER $500,000 IN VAT
ABOUT SYMANTEC
Symantec is a Fortune 500 software marketer. The company produces software for security, storage,
backup and availability - and offers professional services to support its software.

THE CHALLENGE
Prior to engaging with Taxback International, Symantec were
conducting a small amount of VAT recovery in-house on domestic T&E
spend. However, they were experiencing a high rate of rejected claims
as a result of invoice incompliance.
Symantec were unsure of their potential VAT reclaim opportunity due
to complex and diverse tax legislation which varied across each country
they were operating within. The scale of their operations brought
problems in itself, as language, time zone and currency all added to the
complexity.

THE SOLUTION
Symantec engaged Taxback International to conduct a full VAT reclaim
analysis. Taxback International identified significant opportunities in
both Domestic and Foreign expenses for Symantec.
Taxback International auditors ensure every single invoice is audited
remotely via Concur by referencing the Sprinter analysis which
highlights all the eligible transactions for VAT reclaim. Incompliant
invoices are corrected and sent back to the supplier for correction.
Missing invoices are identified and using Concur data retrieved from
suppliers. Throughout the whole process, Taxback International’s
single Key Account Manager ensured minimal touch points for
Symantec staff.

“The implementation
process
was
very
straight forward ....
Taxback International
has
a
proactive
approach to maximising
our VAT refunds by
identifying both missing
and incompliant VAT
invoices from expense
claims and have a
specialist
team
to
retrieve them directly
from supplier, ensuring
increased refunds.”
Sylwia Lobodziec,
Senior Manager EMEA VAT

SYMANTEC HAVE RECOVERED OVER $500,000 SINCE THEY BEGAN WORKING WITH TAXBACK INTERNATIONAL.

NO RISK | FREE ANALYSIS | GLOBAL NETWORK | AUTOMATION | EXPERT TEAM

MULTIPLY YOUR VAT TODAY:
IDA Business & Technology Park Ring Road, Kilkenny, Ireland
www.taxbackinternational.com | vat@taxbackinternational.com

MAXIMUM POTENTIAL,
MINIMUM EFFORT
“An invaluable service,
which our organization
has come to rely on”

“We have been very
impressed with Taxback
International’s drive,
understanding and
timeliness in getting the
right detail”

“Taxback International
transformed our VAT
Recovery... TRIPLING VAT
Recovery in the first year.”

“I dont invest even an
hour a month to this...
It’s so easy”

“It took 6 hours to
save $250,000”

“The ROI has exceeded
expectations for McGraw
Hill Education....”
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